CORRIGENDUM

Sub: Instruction for IR BG Wagon Census 2018

Please refer to Board’s letter of even no. dated 01.10.2018 wherein instruction including User guide for wagon census 2018 was provided. In this regard it is mentioned that read para 1 of above letter as under:-

Detailed instruction including User guide for wagon census 2018 through FOIS and Presentation given by CRIS for use of Census software have been uploaded on homepage of website www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard.

It is requested to download the same from the website and ensure compliance of the instructions detailed in the document for smooth conduct of IR BG Wagon Census as per the schedule given.

(Gaurav Sharma)
Director Mech.Eng.(C&IS)

Copy for necessary action to:

1. Dir/TT/POL/RB
2. Director Wagon Interchange/IRCA

Copy for information to:

1. OSD to MT for information of MT
2. AM/C&IS
3. ED/C&IS